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2014 to 2016 -The Red Shirt Diaries(**) 

Budding young Hollywood actress Ashley Victoria Johnson and her partner Jason Inman (both 
hardcore Star Trek and comic book fans) bad an idea for a very fresh and unique new Star Trek fan 
series. Trekkies know the original 79 episodes backwards and forwards, but bow would those same 
missions look through the eyes of a young security office sitting alone in her quarters while all the 
"action" is happening elsewhere? What k inds and comments and insights would she have ... and 
how could they come up with enough gags to make this sort of thing not only funny but also 
compelling to watch? 

They found a way by featuring Ronbinson as Ensign Williams, a young red-shirted security officer 
on her first assignment aboard the USS Enterprise. Usually in episodes, the red shirts beam down 
to planets and get killed off. But Ensign Williams never gets sent on any landing parties. Instead, 
she stays in her quarters, recording her logs. But her room is located between Sickbay and the 
Mess Hall, so she gets a lot of visitors, and this makes for some pretty hysterical scenes and guest 
appearances. In fact, through the Lens of her log recorder, v iewers get to see Captain Kirk, Mr. 
Spock, Dr. McCoy, Scotty, Sulu, Ubura, and Yeomand Rand (all series regulars from TOS). She 
has also interacted with secondary and guest characters including: the M-133 salt monster, Harry 
Mudd, Dr. Simon Van Gelder, Balok, Captain Christopher Pike, the Talosian Keeper, Ensign 
Angela Martinez, the Romulan Commander, Commissioner Ferris, Trelane, the Gorn, Khan 
Noonian Singh, and the Organians. 

The idea was to create a short parody of each episode of Star Trek' s original series in the order they 
were first aired. T!bey managed to complete the entire first season and one episode of the second 
season, for a total of 30 short films of about 3-4 minutes each (so one can binge-watch the entire 
series in less than two hours. 

Despite an ultra-low budget of j ust $500 for their first season, they held a crowd funding campaigl\ 
on lndicgogo and raised $4,800 for their second season. This allowed them to travel to Oklahoma) 
City to film parts of two of their episodes on the Starbase Studios bridge set, as well as to film at 
Vasquez Rocks and to create a larger set for Ensign Williams' uarters. At this time, no further 
episodes are planned, but they might do more at some point. The completed episodes can all be 
viewed on their website: 

http://www.tberedshirtdiaries.com/#!episodes/cl w96 

An.d here is a link to their Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign: 

https://wvvw.indiegogo.com/projects/the-red-sbirt-diaries-season-2#/ 
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2014 to 2016(?) -Star Trek: Axanar (****) 

Right out of the starting gate, the Axanar project grabbed the attention and excitement of Star Trek 
fans. Several reasons have been suggested for this. The first is that Axanar promised to "fill in" 
some of the gap between the end of Star Trek: Enterprise in the mid 22"d century and the beginning 
of Captain Kirk's mission in the mid 23rd century. This period of Federation "history" has been 
mostly unexplored by both Star Trek itself and also by fan films (at least at the t ime Axanar was 
announced). 

Because of this, the second thing to intrigue fans were the starships featured, which included some 
design aspects seen in the 2009 Star Trek feature film from JJ Abrams. Although the blockbuster 
hit rebooted the franchise into a new universe (fans have dubbed i.t the JJverse), the film began in 
the "prime" universe, and so its odd design for the USS Kelvin suddenly became canon ... even 
though it didn't match the look of the "classic" original Star Trek. But Axanar seemed to be 
showing the evolut ion of how the Kelvin designs e lements of starships began to morph into the 
more familiar look of the USS Enterprise through the design of Axanar's flagship, the USS Ares. Jn 
fact, the USS Enterprise itself, still under construction, makes an appearance in the Axanar fan 
fi lms. Some fans were intrigued by the opportunity to learn about these never-before-seen starship 
classes, but almost everyone was simply blown away by the awesome quality of the compiter
generated 30 effects created for Axanar by Tobias Richter of the Light Works in Germany. 

And finally, there was the cast. The first thing that got fans' attention was the casting of actor 
Richard Hatch in the role of Klingon General Kharn. Hatch was well-known to science fiction fans 
for his starring roles in both the original Battlestar Galactica series as well as the new series. For 
such a well-known actor to make the "jump" from one franchise to another-even if it were "just" a 
film fan- was exciting enough. The fact that be would be playing a Klingon, though, was 
downright intriguing. 

There were other notable members of the cast, as well. Kate Vernon was also an alumna of the new 
Battlestar Galactica, but beyond her, there were three significant veterans of Star Trek also with 
major roles in Axanar: JG Hertzler, Tony Todd, and Gary Graham. And in the case of the latter, 
Graham would actually be reprising his role of Vulcan Ambassador Sova! from Star Trek: 
Enterprise, as the longer Vulcan lifespan worked out to allow Soval to be at the end of his 
impactful career by the time of Axanar. 

All the p ieces seemed to be falling into place, eveli1 before show-runner Alec Peters and his team 
produced anything significant on YouTube for fans to see. Unlike many fan films where the 
production crew were amateurs, Peters was assembling an amazing team of industry professionals. 
After all, just because someone makes their living professionally in Hollywood doesn't mean that 
he or she can't also be a fan of Star Trek. So yes, Axanar was still a fan film, but the fans making it 
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were mainly entertainment industry veterans with experience and skills beyond what most 
(although not all) Star Trek fan fi lms bad attained thus far. 

Going into their first crowdfunding campaign, there was excitement bordering on exuberance on 
both the donor side as well as the production side. The enthusiasm and anticipation for Axanar was 
almost palpab le. despite the lack of any significant footage shot so far. Of course, Peters knew th at 
fan films made much more in donations when they had something really amazing to show potential 
backers. So before trying to fund the entire Star Trek: A;wnar feature fi lm (a planned 2-hour long 
cinema-quality epic production), Peters decided to have a smaller campaign to fund a smaller 

rcqucl called Prelude to Axanar. a 20-rninutc long proof-of concept lilm that would show fans 
hat could be done with j ust a li ttle money. O nce folks had seen that. then Team Axanar would 

hold a major crowd funding campaign and ask for a lot of money. 

Initially, plans were to keep expectations low and only ask for $ 10,000 on Kickstarter in March o fL 
2014. That seemed to be a reachable goal, although the team hoped they could somehow manage to 
reach $20,000 to m ake the production look a little better and not have to cul corners. Instead, cager 
and excited fans donated over $ 10,000 j ust on the first day or the campaign alone! After 30 days, 
the Prelude to Axanar project had raised slightly over $100.000- which. after expensed for the cost 
of the campa ign ilsel f (fees. perks. and the percentage reserved for using the K ickstartcr scrviccl 
left Peters and his team with nearly $70,000 to spend on their initia l production. 

Here is a link to that Kickstarter page: 

h ttps://www. ki ckstartcr .corn/pro j cc ts/ I 944 2992 3/sta r-trck-prc lude-to-ax a nar/ dcscripti on 

A few months later , timed to coincide with the San Diego Comic Expo, Prelude to Axanar was 
premiered at a specia l free press screening at a movie theater near the San Diego Convention Center 
and then immediately released onto the Internet to· coincide with the kickoff of Axanar's second 
Kickstarter campangn, this one intended to raise funds to create a sh1dio in which to build sets and 
prepare to film the actual feature. The short film, presented in a "simple" History Channel 
documenta1y style with talking head interviews interspersed with amazing special effects, original 
musical score, lavish customized sound effects, and impeccable costumes and makeup, dazzled fans 
and blew them away. The fi lm can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l W l 8IV8ubA 

Prelude to Axanar quickly took its place as one of the highest achievements that Star Trek fan films 
bad yet reached . . . and this was only the appetizer. It was time to raise money for the main course. 

hanks to a number of factors-including word of mouth, exciting perks for donors. freq uent 
on line social media updates and podcasts/videos from the show-runners, in-person appearances by 
the production team at summer con ventions. news coverage in the fa n media, and the spreadincr 
general cxeitemenl about the quality of Prelude to Axanar-their summer Kickstartcr campaign bas 
raised over $400,000 with j ust 36 hours to go. Having set a more ' 'modest" goal ofonly $100,000 , 
the team was guaranteed to have their project funded. but there was a glimmer of hope that maybe, 
j ust maybe. they could make it to a half-million dollars. At the very least. maybe they'd cross the 
$450.000 threshold. B ut then something big happened .. . 

George Takci, who had played Suhr on the original Star Trek series, has created quite an onlinc 
rcscncc for himself thanks to many cameo a~J'.!earances in bis Late r years and a semi-regular gig on 
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the Howard Stern radio show. Takci has become a force on social media and had, at the time of 
Axanar's summer Kickstarter campaign, over 8.5 million followers on Faccbook. On the morning 
of the second-to-last day of the campaign, unknown to Peters and his team, Takci posted an update 
to bis followers saying that he had just seen Prelude to Axanar, and if they wanted there to be more 
real Star Trek like the original series they loved so much, they should donate to this worthy project. 
Over a quarter ofa million dollars was donated in the last 36 hours of the campaign. raising thcin 
total to a staggering $638,000. Even after fees, there would be nearly a half million dollar to work1 
with. 

Herc is a link Lo Axanar's second Kickstartcr cam aign: 

,ht lps://www. ki ckstartcr .com/projects/ I 944 2992 3/s tar-l rek-axanar/updates 

This money was immediately put to work building Ares Studios. After a months- long search for a 
faci lity, one was found in Valencia, CA, and Peters signed a three-year Lease. The cost was a 
shopping $ 180,000 for this lease, but this allowed them to build permanent sets rather than having 
to store them, and ithe cost of renting a similar facility could easily exceed that amount in half a 
year, while leasing their own space and converting it into a top-tier studio allowed them three years 
(and hopefully more) to not only p roduce the Axanar feature but to hopefully produce more Star 
Trek fan films .. . both from their own production team and from other teams who might want to rent 
their facility to malke fan films of their own. There was even talk of setting up a Sci-Fi Film School 
where local industry p rofessions would come to teach things like writing, direction, editing, 
lighting, etc. and then students wou ld be able to use the fac ility and its resources to film their owo 
projects for the classes they would be taking. 

M omentum built up as 2014 turned into 2015. The studio was beginning to take shape and the fi rst 
sets started to be built, including an amazing bridge set that would rival other TOS bridge 
recreations in upstate New York, Georgia, and Oklahoma. And this would be the only TOS set 
recreation on the West Coast, altho ugh for Axanar, the br idge would look slightly different, as the 
USS Ares was an earlier starship design than the USS Enterprise. Peters and his director for the 
feature, Robert Meyer Burnett, continued to release regular updates to Axanar donors and fans 
through a series of regular pod casts, videos, photos, and blog postings on their website. As the 
summer approached, excitement bu ilt once again for yet another crowd fundi ng campaign. This one 
would endeavor to raise fu nds for the feature film itself, now that the studio was set up (or at least 
getting there quickly). 

Jn anticipation oftihe summer campaign, Peters and Burnett created a three-minute scene from the 
final Axanar feature film. Not hav ing competed sets to film on yet, the short scene was shot 
entirely in front of green screens but w ith two Vulcan characters walking and talking. With the raw 
footage shot, visual FX wizard Tob ias Richter proceeded to create an environment of planet Vulcan 
behind these two arctors that, again, dazzled fans . This was a V ulcan utilizing and merging 
elements from all the times the surface of that world bad been seen in Star Trek, including the TO S 
episode "Amok Time," the third and fourth Star Trek feature films, the first JJ Ab rams Star Trek 
fi lm, Star Trek: Entetprise, and even the animated episode "Yesteryear." So there were 
unquestionably elements ofIP in this three-minute short, includ ing Vulcan ships in orbit of a design 
similar to that seen on Star Trek: Entetprise. And one of the characters was Ambassador Soval 
(again played by Gary Graham), who had been a recurring guest character on Star Trek: Entetprise. 
However, the musnc and costumes were entirely original. This short film can be viewed here: 

bttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v =hrlNSGbgrLQ 
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Peters bad been in contact with CBS licensing throughout this process, and while be bad never been 
officially given the green light, he had also never !been told to stop. It seemed that CBS was 
following its "don't ask, don' t tell" philosophy as it bad with other fan films dating back decades. 
And as long as Axanar made no profit and was distributed for free online, all was okay. After all, 
dozens and dozens of other productions, some witb comparable professional quality, had been 
given the same "look the other way" treatment by both CBS and P aramount over the years. 

And so. armed with this new scene again showing what the production team could do, Axanar held 
its third crowdrunding campaign, this time on Indiegogo (which had lobbied Peters hard to get him 
to switch to their service from Kickstartcr). All the pieces were in place, including coordination 

ith George Takei to post some Faccbook updates about Axanar again. There were frcqucn u 
podcasts, biogs, interviews, another kickoff at San Diego Comic Con, and weekly appearances au 
big sci-Ii conventions across the country during the five weeks or the campaign. There were new 
perks. old perks. and even secret perks. 

here was also a bit or controversy. Although Axanar has as loyal and enthusiastic a following as 
any fan lilm has every enjoyed, there were some voices out there (a number or them quite loud) 
questioning why Axanar needed even more money. They had already raised over a ha! f million 
dollars. and many awesome fan films arc produced for less than I 0% of that amount. What was 
even more controversial was that Axanar wasn't simply looking for a lew hundred thousand dollars 
or even another half million. They had budgeted their entire two-hour production at $1.3 million 
(before crowd funding expenses. or about $1 million after expenses). and if they raised only 
$330,000, they'd make the first half hour and then hold additional campaigns for the rest. For some 
fans out there. this seemed an unnecessary extravagance. On Axanar 'send. the budget had bee[\ 
carefully worked out by a Linc Producer who had himself worked on Star Trek professionally for 
Paramount. To Team Axanar. their production shouldn't be compared to smaller fan films with 
four or five-figure budgets but to blockbusters with eight or nine-figure budgets. So making a$ I 00 
million movie for onfv $1 million was actually a better comparison and why their budge 
projections shouldn ' t be criticized as being excessive. (And to be fair. no one, including CBS or 
Paramount, had ever established an upper limit on how much a fan film could cost before it shou ld 
no longer be considered a fan film. Why not a million dollars? Why not two million? When the 
major blockbusters cost $100-200 million and have marketing budgets just as high, and when those 
films make a half billion to a billion dollars at the box office, then a $1 million movie that makes no 
money still seems like a small effort in comparison.) 

hat said, the third crowdfunding campaign still did very well. although not as well as the previous 
summer's efforts. Axanar 's lndicgogo campaign finished with $4 75,000 on August I 0, 2015. 
However, Indiegogo allows campaigns that exceed their goal to remain open in an "in demand'' 
status and still collect funds. Over the following six months, their lndicgogo campaign collected an 
additional$ I 00,000 for a total of nearly $575,000. The campaign was finally officially closed in 
early January of2016 after Axanar was sued by CBS and Paramount for co yright infringement. 

he lndicgogo campaign can still be viewed here: 

https://www.indicgogo.com/ projccts/axanar#/sto1y 

Although principle photography was initially scheduled to begin in February of 2016 on the main 
Axanar feature (or at least the first half of it, based on funds collected), production plans were put 
on hold after being served with the lawsuit and retaining legal counsel. It is hoped that this case 
can be quickly settled and part one of Axanar can still be produced and released d!uring 2016 during 
the 50th anniversary of Star Trek. 
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2015 to present - Dreadnought Dominion(*) 

In D ecember of 2013, the fans who were going to be involved in a new series callled Dreadnought 
Dominion were all going to be visiting the original series sets built by Farragut Films in Georgia. 
Each year, Farragut Films would open its sets up to the general public for their "Farragut Fest" 
open house. With the studio's permission, Frank Parker, Jr. and his teamJcrew were allowed to film 
what would be a brief 15-minute pilot episode of their fan series. A month later, they all returned to 
Georgia to film their second episode, which would be 22 minutes. 

It took until 2015 for postproduction on both episodes to be completed and for them to be released 
onto You Tube. This included a fair amount of very impressive 30 visual effects as well as 
originally-composed music. But the look and fee l is unquestionably Star Trek. The uniforms and 
terminology are all established IP, and we even see a glimpse ofJupiter Station (seen briefly in 
three of the later Star Trek television series) as well as the USS Farragut, which is the same starship 
class as the USS Enterprise NCC-1701. 

The USS Dominion itself is a dreadnought class starship with three nacelle engines, and it was 
never seen officiaUy in any Star Trek episode or movie. However, the dreadnought class (and the 
Dominion itself) was included in the mid- l 970s publication The Star Trek Starjleet Technical 
Manual by Franz Joseph, which was approved by Paramount. The fan filmmakers did, according to 
thefr credits, get permission from Franz Joseph to use his starship design, but they did not get 
permission from Paramount. 

Because Dreadnought Dominion used preexisting sets build by Farragut Films, Dominion's 
production costs were minimal. However, now that Farragut Films' TOS sets are being exclusively 
used by Star Trek Continues, Dominion is planning to relocate their production to Starbase Studios 
in Oklahoma City, OK which has a bridge plus a limited number of other TOS sets available for 
fan series to use). To cover the cost of transportation. Dominion is currently running a 
crowdfunding campaign on GoFundMc. Alter four months, only 11 people have contributed a 
combined total of just $345 of the $5,000 they are hoping to raise. Herc is a link to that page: 

https://www.gofundme.com!missiondreadnought 

Their two completed episodes, " Haunted and "Anchors Aweigh," can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=G XSWTlcaEbQ& list=PL57Cq USOe9r
kG6Lj G9P2gZ57Ea Y nglyP 
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2015 to present - Star Trek: Absolution(***) 

Caitblin Ferrara made the 4-bour animated epic Star Trek: Annada back in 2009 to 2011. In 2015, 
she reemerged on tbe fan film stage with ber newest saga, Star Trek: Absolution. Once again, 
Ferrara's stellar animation abilities using Adobe Flash are on display in a thoroughly impressive 
way. 

Although the series features original characters, a never-before-seen class of stars.hip, and original 
music, it also contains some direct CBS intellectual property. The USS Enterprise NCC-1701 -E 
under command of Captain Jean-Luc Picard and featuring Cmdr. Worf is seen. Also, the USS 
Titan, commanded by Captain William Riker with Cmdr. Deanna Troi makes a brief appearance. 
Traditional Starfleet uniforms seen in Deep Space N ine and the eighth through tenth Star Trek 
feature films are also seen in the first episode, along with new, original uniform designs in the same 
Starfleet style. (By the second episode, we see only the new uniforms.) A wide range of 
established Star Trek alien races are also seen, including Klingons, Andorians, Ferengi, Bolians, 
Benzites, Bynars, and a host of others. And finally, although there is mostly original music, there is 
also some music and sound effets from various Star Trek television series and video games. 

It is uncertain whait this series cost to create. There are at least a dozen voice-over actors, but one 
primary animator with a little help from some 3D computer graphics artists. Likely, the cost isn't 
significant, and no crowdfunding campaign has been announced as yet. 

Thus far, Star Trek: Absolution bas released two episodes (one in early 2015 and the second in 
early 2016). Already the first episode bas over 200,000 views on YouTube. Both episodes can be 
watched on their website: 

http ://trek-absolute. webnode.com/ episodes 

According to their web page, at least ten episodes of this series are intended to be produced and 
released. 
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2015 to present - Starship Tristan (*) 

Back in 2010, in the town of Albany, GA, Randall Landers started the low budget fan series 
Project: Potemkin in his carport . Six years later, the Potemkin series is just nine episodes away 
from wrapping up. But Landers is just getting started! 

Landers has filmed all the remaining episodes of Potemkin (they are all in or entering 
postproduction), and he's moved from Georgia to A labama, where he is building new sets in his 
basement and boathouse. Four new series are planned : Starship Tristan, Starship Deimos, 
Batt/ecruiser Kupok, and Starship Endeavour. Some will film in A labama, others will film in 
Georgia. All will be low budget, cast with local trained community theater actors and drama 
students at nearby colleges. 

Of these series, only Tristan bas officially launched so far, although two of the others have released 
trailers and will be discussed later. All of the Potemkin series takes place in 2299, just after the 
"movie era" of the fi rst six Star Trek feature films. The USS Tristan is a Constellation-class 
starship, a design seen several times during the television run of Star Trek: The Next Generation, 
and there is an opening credits sequence in their initial episode that features beautiful 3D 
animations of their titular starship. 

The first episode itself, "Moving Day," is actually light on Star Trek IP. Altbougih one of the two 
characters featuredl is at least partially Vulcan, their medical outfits are closer to doctors wearing 
white lab coats than to Starfleet uniforms, and only a rank pin on the collar harkens back to 
established Star Trek. The episode itself is more of a theatrical character exchange that one might 
see on stage during a dramatic play, as both actors deliver their lines in their best aloof British 
accents (and I don' t think either is from the UK). And while mention is made of Star fleet, the only 
other reference to established canon is a brief discussion of Dr. Soong, a character seen in Star 
Trek: Entefprise w ho attempted recreate a race of genetically-engineered supermen like the ones 
who started World War III in the Star Trek mythos. Their theme music is completely original. 

Starship Tristan is off to a strong start, following the lead of its parent series in providing short, 
character-driven stories without a lot of flash and sizzle, opting for depth and drama instead. Their 
website shows an additional five episodes in pre-production. That list, and the first full 10-minute 
episode, can be seen on their webs ite: 

http://www.potemkinpictures.com/tristan/index.html 
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2015 to present(?) - Battlecruiser Kupok (*) 

As mentioned in the previous entry, four spinoff series from the long-running Star Trek fan series 
Project: Potemkin are planned to launch soon (or have already launched): Starship Tristan, Starship 
Deimos, Starship Endeavor, and Battlecruiser Kupok (pronounced koo-POHK). Tristan has 
already released its first episode, and so has Kupok .. . kind of. 

If you visit the Battlecruiser Kupok, website, you will see it listed still as "Coming soon." 
However, the 281

h episode of the Potemkin series serves as a pilot for the new Battlecruiser Kupok 
series. Very unusual for a Star Trek fan series, there is no Federation starship to be found 
anywhere in the pilot (and possibly even not in the series itself, although it is sti ll too soon to know 
for certain). Instead, the point of view is exclusively from the bridge of a Klingon K'Tinga class 
0 7 battlecruiser, the /KV Kupok. The crew is all Klingon, and they encounter a Romulan bird-of 
prey in their space (and of course, things do not end well for the Romulans). The Klingon make-up 
(the bumpy-headed version) and the costumes are fairly decent considering the ultra-low budget of 
the· Potemkin series, and the computer generated visual FX are qu ite spectacular (certainly 
broadcast quality). 

It is not clear when the series will officially debut, but all indications from the Facebook pages of 
some of their cast are that they've been busily doing fi lming and production. So one would expect 
to see their series launch within the next few months. In the meantime, they did release a pilot last 
year, it was simply part of a different fan series. Battlecruiser Kupok: The Battle of Alawanir 
can be viewed online here: 

https ://www. you tu be.com/watch ?v=6ZK4gPOBTmo&feature=youtu. be 
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2015 to present - Star Trek: Excalibur(**) 

This low-budget fan series out of Nevada actually got its start back in 2011. They filmed special 
effects and released a short early trailer: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch? -IUhgMDZDZPA 

They then began building sets for themselves and filmi ng some scenes. But then a problem with 
the people from whom they were renting the studio resulted in the property being foreclosed upon, 
and the fan fi lm team was locked out of the property, unable to get their property. While 
attempting to work out a agreement whereby they would be allowed to enter and collect their sets, 
the property was sold to a new owner and bulldozed, destroying the sets entirely and forcing the 
team to start over from scratch. (An ineffective lawyer was unable to help them collect any 
damages from either the previous or new owner.) 

And so a fan series that bad originally been planned to debut in 20 13 did not make it to the Internet 
until early 2015. The series is small in scale, and !their "pre-series short" (another word for pilot) 
features just a handful of "actors" (not trained ones, simply fans). They use a hybrid of shooting 
locations (a local office building) and a green screen composited shot of actors against a rendered 
3D animation background. The uniforms are basic TOS-era colored tunics w ith black collars, 
reasonably well made, and the 30 animations are quite well done. 

The series will eventually feature a crew aboard the USS Excalibur, a starship of the same class as 
the· original USS Ente1prise NCC-1701. However, the Excalibur was badly damaged during the 
second season original series Star Trek episode ''The Ultimate Computer," and so this Excalibur has 
been slightly modified with an upgraded primary hull. Excalibur's pre-series short directly 
references that original series episode, recreating the battle and using the same music from the 
original episode. This Excalibur pilot also uses the Star Trek: The Next Generation theme song for 
its closing credits. 

Their 13-minute pre-series short film can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watcb?v=leYxGzOdp9k 

It is not clear from their website whether more episodes are already in production, but the term 
"pre-series" implies that there will eventually be a series. You can view their website here: 

http://www.startrekexcalibur.org/ 
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2015 to present-Star Trek: Renegades(****) 

Take a look at the photos above. Do you know wlhat that is? It's the red carpet Los Angeles 
premiere last August of a $3 75,000 Star Trek fan film at the Crest Theater in Westwood. They bad 
two red carpet showings, one for the fans and one for the media. Each event packed the theater 
with hundreds of people, and branded merchandise was "sold" (given as a perk in exchange for 
donations) on stage while the audience was still arriving. And CBS bas a problem with Axanar? 

All kidding aside, those fans scratching their beads over the lawsuit against Axanar Productions 
have wondered almost from minute one why CBS and Paramount chose NOT to go after Star Trek: 
Renegades. While Axanar uses one character who appeared in one episode oftbe original series, 
one recurring guest character from another, and a il:bird character from one of the cartoon episodes, 
Renegades featured two major series regulars from two different series: Walter Koenig playing 
Admiral Pavel Cbekov (from TOS) in his twilight years and Tim Russ playing bis character of 
Tuvok from Star Trek: Voyager, now back on earth and working at Starfleet Headquarters. 

In addition to these two major characters, the recurring guest character of Admiral Paris (played by 
Richard Herd) from Star Trek: Voyager also appears in Renegades. And Robert Picardo, who 
played the holographic Doctor on Star Trek: Voyager, reprises his role of Dr. Lewis Zimmerman, 
the creator of the holographic Doctor, from both Voyager and Deep Space Nine. And the main 
character, Lexxa Singh, while an original creator, is the supposed daughter of the genetically 
enhanced Khan Noonian Singh, the iconic guest villain from Star Trek on television and the second 
feature film who was portrayed by the late Ricardo Montalban. 

Other references to established Star Trek IP abounded in Renegades, including Klingons, a 
Cardassian, an Orion, a Bajoran, and an Andorian. The one Federation starship shown, while an 
original design, was named the USS Archer after Scott Bakula's lead character from the television 
series Star Trek: Entetprise. While the uniforms were of an original design (based on existing 
Starfleet uniforms from the later television series), there are phasers, photo torpedoes, "arrowhead" 
shaped insignia, transporters, Starfleet Academy and all sorts of other nods to established Star Trek. 
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A viewing of this 90-minute fan film could make the casual observer wonder if this were actually a 
professional production of CBS or Paramount. Indeed, the producers of Renegades were billing 
their project publicly as a "pilot" for a new televis ion series for CBS .. . at least until CBS officially 
passed on tbe offer and told them not-so-politely to stop implying that tbe project bad any official 
sanction: 

http://griddaily.com/cbs-no-star-trek-renegades 

This did not stop the Renegades team from calling their 90-minute film a "pilot," they simply 
stopped calling it and official pilot intended for CBS. Instead, Executive Producer Sky Douglas 
Conway announced that Renegades would go on as its own continuing Star Trek fan series with 
production quality to match or exceed even the ultra-impressive levels of their pilot movie. 

And those levels of quality were no accident. This was not the team's first trip to the fan film 
rodeo. Back in 2007 and 2008, this same productmon company released Star Trek: Of Gods and 
Men, the first fan film to fea ture multiple Star Trek veteran series regulars all reprising their iconic 
roles together. Tim Russ (Mr. Tuvok from Voyager) appeared in and directed thait fan film, too, 
and back when Voyager was on, be directed an episode of that series titled "Living Witness." He 
directed an even larger cast of Star Trek and science fiction acting legends in Renegades, which as 
a SAG production, needed to pay their talent. Other industry professionals worked on make-up, 
costumes, sets, props, lighting, sound, music, editing, and special effects. This was, as much as 
Axanar, every bit a professional independent Hollywood production (made by fans) and not simply 
a "fan film ." Indeed, the 20-minute film that Axanar Productions released so far- Prelude to 
Axanar-was only 22 minutes long and was filmed in a "History Channel documentary" style 
where most actors j ust sat and looked a the camera. Renegades had movement, stunts, and 90 
minutes of almost non-stop action. If anything looked like a CBS movie-of-the-week, it was 
Renegades and not Prelude to Axanar. 

Of course, something like Star Trek: Renegades docsn ' t get made cheaply. Two separate 
crowdfunding campaigns were necessary to raise the $375,000 it look to complete the 90-minutc 
film. Herc arc links to those two fund raising web pages: 

hllps://www.kickstartcr.com/projccts/ 1455536 14/star-trck-rcnegades/description 
h tlps://www. ind icgoe:o. corn/pro jccts/star-trck-renegadcsfl./ 

As mentioned earlier, Sky Conway's production company intends to produce an ongoing ran series 
for Renegades made up or hour-long episodes. Their latest crowd funding campaign concluded lasu 
November, raising $378,000 for the first c isodc or two of that new series. Herc is a link to thau 
Kickstarter page: 

ihtlps://www.kickstartcr.com/pro jects/ 1455536 14/s tar-trck-rcnegades-cp isodcs-2-and-3/dcscriptio n 

And finally, here is a link to the actual 90-minute Star Trek: Renegades film online: 

bttps://www .youtu be. com/watch?v=eE2W gop9VLM 

... and here is a link to their website: 

http ://startrekrenegades.com/home 
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2015 to present - Starfleet Studios and The Federation Files (*) 

James T. Kirk was/will. be born in Riverside, Iowa, a small town tbat officially claimed that 
distinction after tbe fourth Star Trek feature film revealed that Kirk was from Iowa (and Gene 
Roddenberry gave Riverside bis blessing). On tbe other side of the Hawkeye State, Starfleet 
Studios (not to be confused with Starbase Studios in Oklahoma City, OK) is bringing significant 
Star Trek fan film resources to tbe common fan. 

This fan film entry is going to have a bit of a unique strncture because Starfleet Studios and their 
umbrella video channel brand, The Federation Files, will be bringing multiple fan film series to the 
masses. So this entry will begin with an explanation of Starfleet Studios and tbeo bigbligbt some of 
their initial fan film offerings. 

Starfleet Studios is constructing sets on a souodstage that can be used by fans making series for 
multiple different e ras of Star Trek from TOS to Next Generation, OS9, and even Voyager. They 
are· assembling a collection of costumes and uniforms, props, and 30 computer models to be used 
for visual FX animations. Already, tbey bave begun filming two live-action series: Star Trek: 
Raven and The Janeway Chronicles (neither bas completed a full episode yet). 

Starfleet Studios is also setting up a YouTube video channel to feature multiple fan film projects. 
In addition to the two series mentioned above, they have also provided a home to an animated 
series from Peter Pan Records and another machinima animated series out of Germany called Star 
Trek Cataja: The Falkenhorst Chronicles. All four series are briefly explored below: 
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Star Trek: Raven 

Most Star Trek fan series with titles like these are about a 
starship of the name in the title. In this case, Raven is a person. 
She is a genetically-engineered telepath intended to be used as a 
weapon. She is not a member of Starfleet, but Starfleet needs her 
help. The story takes place a year after the USS Voyager was Lost 
in the delta quadrant. The crew of the newly constructed USS 
Prometheus (seen in a Voyager episode) is sentr to retrieve 
Raven. The few brief scenes released so far have been filmed 
with a combination of physical sets and 30 backgrounds com
posited behind actors in front of green screens. The quality of 
some of the actors is surprising good ... others, not so much. The 
three scenes they've released can be viewed on their website: 
http://startrekraven.com/index.html 
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The Janeway Chronicles: The Spider 

Kathryn Janeway was the captain oftbe USS Voyager 
throughout the Star Trek television series of the same 
name. With tbe initial idea to create a series called Star 
Trek: Voyager Continues, the name and concep t was 
changed from that of a sequel to that of a prequel. This 
would be a young Lt. Janeway, much earlier in ber career. 

No actual dramatic scenes from the film or series were filmed, but a series of " commercials" (not 
quite trailers) were shot and then combined into one 5-minute compilation. It can be viewed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HELU22m l 5Iw 

It is not clear if they will be ab le to raise the funding to complete their p roject, despite using the 
green screens and 30 graphics resources of Starfleet Studios. What is interesting, however, is that 
the group was been in contact with Kate Mulgrew, who played Janeway, and she has agreed to do 
voice-overs of the older Janeway in the series (if ii!: ever gets done). Mulgrew's comments about the 
project can be beard here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v-c7ZuFacQu5k 

The Animated Adventures of Gene Roddenberry's Star Trek 

There's two important things to know about this series. 
The first is that there is a service called GoAnimate that 
allows users to, for free, create their own animations using 
pre-made characters and settings and motions. Lips are 
synched to whatever text is typed into the software, and a 
voice-synthesizer speaks the dialog. Many, many fans have 
made dozens of these films (nearly all of them accessible 
only through the GoAnimate.com website service) from as 

far away as Indonesia. Since it' s a free service, relatively simple to use, and the Star Trek 
characters, ships, and settings have already been programmed in and are offered (not sure if they' re 
licensed or not), there are way too many of these short animation to provide all of the links .. . and 
most are pretty bad. This one, however, is the exception. 

The reason for the difference in quality (since the animations are essentially the same) is the sound. 
A fan named Glen Wolfe (who is involved with Starfleet Studios) did not use the built-in voice 
synthesizer and instead exported the animations over an existing sound track from Peter Pan 
Records. In 1975, Peter Pan Industries, long-time maker of records for chi ldren since the late 
1940's, produced eleven Star Trek Story Records which took the form of packages which included a 
phonograph record (either a 7 inch 45 rpm, a 12 inch 33-1/3 LP or a 7 inch 33-1 /3 mini LP) and 
often a read along comic book typically 20 pages long. 

These were not just kid stories, even though they were aimed at children. Instead, these audio 
records contained real action tales penned by veteran comic book writers Neal Adams and Cary 
Bates, and several were written by well known Star Trek novelist Alan Dean Foster, who would go 
on to provide the story for Star Trek: The Motion Picture. 

Links to the eight episodes produced by Wolfe and released by Starfleet Studios can be found here: 
bttps://www.youtube.com/resu lts?search guery=Tbe+Federation+Files 
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Star Trek Cataja: 
The Falkenhorst Chronicles 

Beginning in 20 12, a group of fans out 
of Germany began re leasing episodes 
of a machinima animated series set in 

- the 24 th century of Star Trek. 
"Machinima" is a term for fan films 
created using an existing first-person 
shooter v ideo game to create scenes. lo 
the case of STC: The Falkenhorst 

Chronicles, the video game engine used was the very impressive Star Trek Online, and the 
characters, starships, and settings all look spectacular. They have since released 4 complete 
episodes ranging in length from 22 to 26 minutes. They are currently working on a fifth episode to 
be released in 2016. 

The episodes, of course, were done entirely in German. Typically in the past, foreign language fan 
films have subtitles added to be accessible to viewers in English, but the nature of animation 
allowed another opportunity. With the help of Sta rfleet Studios, these episodes are being dubbed 
into English with a combination of voice-over actors and computer-synthesized speech. (I suppose 
the·y weren't able to find enough voice-over talent and no one could do more than one kind of 
voice.) So far, Starfleet Studios has dubbed the first for ep isodes and posted them. All the 
episodes-both German and English dubbed-can be accessed from this YouTube page: 
https://www.youtube.com/channelJUCjTWAbTGPS-4gH6DJSoPUx2 

You might also notice that there are soundtrack videos. All of the haunting music was composed 
and recorded by a number of very talented German musicians. 

Starfleet Studios has both a website and a Facebook page. They're both a bit jumbled and 
unfocused at the moment, but here are the links: 

http://starfleetstudios.com 

h ttps://www .face book. com/starfleetstud i os?fref=ts 
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2015 to?- Star Trek: TNG Animated Parody(*) 

The ultra-politically incorrect animated series Sou.th Park had, within its "reality," an even more 
raunchy and ultra-politically incorrect cartoon caUed Terrence and Phillip. 

Now Star Trek bas one of its own, a six-and-a-half-minute parody inspired by the same animation 
style as Terrence and Phillip. This intentionally low-quality approach inserts cut-out bead photos 
over cartoon bodies. The heads are then sliced horizontally across the mouth, and when a character 
speaks, the top piece of his/her head bounces around. It's pretty silly, but that's tlhe point. 

In this short fan comedy, we see Captain Picard, Commander Riker, Mr. Data, Worf, and Wil 
Wheaton. The amusing thing about that list is that W il Wheaton (who played the character of the 
young Wesley Crusher) is not only referred to by his actor (not character) name, but his more recent 
and older head photo is used. 

Matthew McConaughey also makes a brief appearance behind the wheel of a Lincoln MKT. Did I 
mention it's a parody? 

The episode ends with a "To be continued ... " but it isn't clear whether or not there will be a sequel. 
According to the person who posted it, "This is my first animation, and I worked my arse off for a 
week straight.'' The film can be v iewed here: 

bttps://www.youtube.com/watcb?v=zRv4jx0vmcs 
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2016 (announced debut for February 28) - Star Trek: Horizon(****) 

As of this writing, Star Trek: Horizon bas not premiered yet. But back in late 201 4, it released a 
three minute trailer that, so far has had 3.2 million views. You can watch it here: 

bttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWD9RM p Gfk 

Why is there such anticipation for this fan film? 

At the risk of sounding simplistic, it's because the fans who have been fo llowing Horizon's 
progress think it's going to be totally awesome. But there is actua lly a deeper reason. Although 
CBS and Paramount likely aren't aware of it, they canceled their last Star Trek television series, 
Ente1prise, at j ust the wrong moment. The war between Earth and the Romulan Empire was about 
to begin, and that b loody stmggle would lead to the creation of the United Federation of Planets, the 
very core of everything that is Star Trek. The cancellation of Star Trek: Enterprise after only four 
seasons deprived fans of all the potential revelations that the Romulan War could have provided. 

Star Trek: Horizon is one of the few fan films set in that same time period. In fact, it takes place 
only a short time after the series Enterprise left off. . . with the Romulan War about to commence. 
This series promises to reveal some of the mysteries of this critical period in Star Trek history. 

Granted, there is another series, Star Trek: The Romulan Wars, with its first episode released in 
2012, that is also telling this same story. But to be blunt, their quality is nowhere near the level 
achieved by Horizon. Is this because Horizon is using professionals while Romulan Wars is just 
using fan volunteers? No. Few on Horizon have worked in the industry. ls it location, where 
Ramu/an Wars is based in Arkansas? No, again. Horizon is based in Michigan. 

The difference is primarily one man: Tommy Kraft. Kraft is what one might call a Renaissance 
man: writer, director, cinematographer, photographer, visual effects artist, musician, costumer on 
occasion, and whatever else the project calls for. He graduated with a degree in music, and 
although bis professional job is that of portrait photographer and wedding videographer, and he has 
composed and scored music for commercials, Kraft has done so m uch more in his spare time. He 
bas taught himself 3D computer graphics and digital compositing (in fact, he did the digital 
compositing for Prelude to Axanar). He has even taught himself to sew. Yes, when it came time to 
make the costumes for bis Star Trek: Horizon project, Kraft meticulously studied the blue jumpsuits 
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used on Star Trek: Enterprise with their many z ippered pockets, and he realized this would be too 
expensive to farm out to a tailor who would probab ly not do it properly anyway. So Kraft sewed 
the uniforms himself . .. all t\velve of them, plus others for the Romulans and various aliens. 

He also supplied all the 30 visual effects and bu ilt partial sets and an extended green screen in his 
basement. Because of an elaborate set up that allowed the actor and camera to sp in while keeping 
the green screen in the frame the entire time, Kraft was able to achieve panning and tracking shots 
unlike anything composited fan films had done before. Usually, backgrounds and actor positions 
would remain static through an ent ire scene, but Horizon immediately looked different, from the 
first moment the camera pans around the captain sitting in his com mand chair. A lso, the use of 
practical set p ieces like chairs and consoles along w ith green screen compositing adds an extra layer 
of realism and professional quality to this production. Lighting, sound levels, 3d v isual 
effects . .. Horizon looks like it could be broadcast on television tom orrow. Kraft even hired on local 
theater actors rather than untrained fans, and the acting is quite good. 

Of course, something of this quali ty isn ' t cheap ... or is it? Kraft estimated he cou ld do everythin 
for just $10,000: get and upgrade computer equipment and memory storage. buy certain software, 
get camera equipment, buy costum ing materials. and compensate the cast and crew for their gas and 
food. Could everything be done for just $ I 0,000? Kraft wouldn't need to find out, as his 
Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign in the spring of201 4 raised $22,600. Here is a link to that 
page: 

https://www.k ickstarter.com/pro jects/startrekhorizon/star-trek-horizon/dcscription 

ifhc Kickstartcr campaign included this impressive opening scene, a six-and-a-half minute long' 
video that impressed fans enough to contribute to his project more than double what he was hoping 
for: 

https://www .you tu be.com/watch?v- f q ny8J fsuJE 

Five months later, Kraft released his first trailer (the link for which was provided at the beginning 
of this entry), and late last year, Kraft released his newest trailer: 

https://www.youtube.eom/watcb?v=wBZotCpkzXg 

It has already generated nearly 125,000 in just fou r months. Horizon' s website has announced a 
release date for the completed 2-bour film of February 28. Here is a link to their website: 

http://www.startrekhorizon.com 
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2016 (?) - Star Trek: Ambush (*) 

This one-shot out of the United Kingdom is shaping up to be a very strong addition to the universe 
of Star Trek fan films. Planned to be about 20 minutes long when completed, the film is being 
produced by a group of filmmakers all with many years filmmaking experience and with enough 
different skills to cover all aspects of filrnmaking. 

Ambush is set shortly after the events portrayed in the first season original series episode "Balance 
of Terror." In that episode, Earth's old enemy the Romulans, after being out of contact for nearly 
100 years, cross the Neutral Zone and destroy a number of Federation outposts. It's an act of war 
that is somehow diffused off-screen after the episode ends. Exactly how the peace was maintained 
has been a mystery to fans for 50 years. But it's now possible that Ambush will shed some light on 
what happened. 

The USS Ambush is crewed by a unique and specialized group of people who are sent on some of 
Starfleet's most delicate missions. During this fan film, viewers will see this group of 30-year 
veterans attempt to rescue a captured commander. Action stunts are planned and already being 
choreographed and rehearsed. The team is also building a full -sized shuttlecraft set to film scenes 
in, scouting out shooting locations, and making elaborate props. Professional actors have already 
been hired. Also, customized uniforms have been designed to bridge the gap between the blue full
body jumpsuits of Star Trek: Ente1prise and the colorful tunic shirts and black pants of the TOS
era. Most of the principal photography has been completed, and digital 3D ship models have 
already been built and some animations rendered. Although no debut date has been officially 
announced yet, it's probable that Star Trek: Ambush will premiere this calendar year. 

Back in April of2014, the Ambush team held a Kickstartcr crowdfunding campaign attempting to 
raise money for materials to build their sets and props, create costumes, prepare custom computer 
models for their 30 visual effects animations, and cover travel and logistics expenses. They raised 
£4,649 (about $7,000), which was over twice their goal. Their Kickstarter page can be viewed here: 

https://www.kickstarter.com/[?ro jects/ 1910982 13/star-trek-ambush 

These next two videos show their progress over the past year and their "announcement trailer": 

https://www.youtube.eom/watch?v=A8QpDudUmOA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxSGEKn8To Y 
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2016 (?) - Starship Grissom(*) 

Starbase Studios in Oklahoma City, OK (not to be confused with Starfleet Studios in western Iowa) 
bas a 360-degree recreation of the original series Star Trek bridge from the I 960s ... plus a portion 
of a sickbay and transporter room. Their facility is available to any fan who would like to use it
whether it be for a fan film, a wedding, or just to take a picture in the captain's chair. You have but 
to ask (and to schedule a time), and they are very accommodating. 

Already, a handful of fan films have taken Starbase Studios up on its generous offer, but Starbase 
Studios actually decided to develop a fan film series of their own. Richard Wells and Scott Johnson 
run the facility, and Wells had the idea of opening up the sets for educational productions. His idea 
was to for someone to use the sets to tell short stories that teach some aspect of science or 
engineering and then show those films in classrooms to engage young students. 

Well was explaining his idea to his cousin, who is a teacher, and she said she would talk to some 
friends about it. A few months later, out of the blue, she called and said, "We have the first script 
ready!" Wells hadn't really thought about himself being the one to do an educational series, but 
why not? So Wells agreed to produce it, and Starship Grissom was born. 

A USS Grissom (named after the American astronaut Gus Grissom) was already seen in the third 
Star Trek feature film, a science scout ship destroyed during a Klingon sneak attack. But Stabase 
Studios' starship Grissom is a different vessel, a older starship from the original series era of Star 
Trek. 

There is not much to see at this point. Despite an initial release target date of2015, only a short one 
minute trailer bas been released so far. It can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watcb?v=REXcBpySjMA 

Starship Grissom a lso has its own website, wbicb can be viewed here: 

http://grissom.starbasestudios.neU 

According to one of their recent Facebook updates, Starship Grissom will be featured on an 
upcoming episode of the PBS series Beyond Geek. 
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2016 (?) - Star Trek: Equinox "The Night of Time"(*) 

As Star Trek: Voyager warped into its fi nal year of first-broadcast television, there was a two-part 
episode entitled "Equinox." The USS Equinox bad been trapped in the Delta Quadrant shortly 
before the same thing happened to Voyager, and the two Federation starships finally encounter each 
other on the way back home. The captain of the USS Equinox is Rudy Ransom (played by actor 
John Savage), ends up sacrificing himself at the end of the second part, "going down with his ship" 
as be holds the Equinox together just long enough for the Voyager and his rescued crew to escape 
before the Equinox's warp core breaches. Ransom is presumed dead. 

A group of Star Trek fans have decided to challenge that assumption by creating a new fan series 
called Star Trek: Equinox and starring the very same actor, John Savage, reprising his role as 
Captain Rudy Ransom. It seems that Ransom somehow escaped b is fate on the Equinox in the 24111 

century Delta Quadrant and managed to return home to the Alpha Quadrant.. . only 100 years 
earlier. He is picked up by a previous iteration of the USS Equinox from the 23rd century, 
commanded by Captain Gary Mitchell. Mitchell appeared in the second Star Trek pilot (the one 
that was picked up by NBC), where he also presumably died. According to this fan film, be was 
later found and restored (his dangerous god-like powers taken away) and returned to the service, 
being given command of the USS Equinox. Actor Gary Lockwood portrayed the character 50 years 
ago, and be will do so again. 

Figuring that having veteran Star Trek veterans in one's cast would be a guarantee of big bucks 
from donors, Equinox started up a Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign on March 26, 2014 with an 
extremely ambitious goal of $230,000. Ten days later, having raised a meager $6,500 from just 28 
donors and figuring they'd never make it to their goal. they canceled the Kickstartcr. Four days 
later, Equinox launched a new Kickstartcr with a more modest goal: $20.000 to film just an 
extended trailer (to be filmed on James Cawley's Star Trek: New Voyages TOS sets in upstate new 
York). Un fortunately, fans still wcren ' t convinced. Equinox's second Kickstarter attempt failed to 
fund after 30 days, reaching only $7, 700 from just 44 donors. According to the rules of Kicks tarter, 
ifa campaign fails to reach their goal, the donors and not charged, and the project gets no money. 

ifhe lesson here: just because you have veteran Star Trek actors in your film doesn 't guarantee 
fu nding. Also, Equinox was pretty light on updates during those 30 days, and while marketing 
efforts were made, they just weren't particularly effective. Nevertheless, Team Equinox traveled to 
upstate New York and filmed about 14 hours or raw footage on the New Voyages sets. Then in the 
early spring of2015, Equinox held a third Kickstarter, this time with an ultra-modest goal ofjusr 
$5,000 to simply fond a short trailer. The hope was that, with a decent piece of footage to "prove 
themselves" Star Trek: Equinox could fina lly set a more ambitious goal and reach it. You can view 
this Kickstarter campaign here: 

https://www.kickstartcr.com/ pro jccts/ 155336 1805/khan-startcr-star-trck-cguinox 
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ifhe third time was the charm, and this campaign raised $6,200. Good to their word, Team Equinox 
·elcased a 7-minute trailer. It was actually simply the first teaser act of their pilot episode, "The 

ight of Time," and it can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZbwX6gZXrA 

In terms ofIP, Equinox obviously uses the two characters from Star Trek: Voyager and the original 
series p ilot. In thejr trailer, there is also a Vulcan officer (played by actress Blanca Blanco) and 
some computer-generated space battle FX with two Klingon D7 battlecrnisers fro m TOS. The sets, 
of course, are TOS. However, the exterior of the Equinox is unique. It was designed to look like a 
pre-refit version of the USS Reliant from Star Trek fl: The Wrath of Khan. However, this early 
Equinox is referred to as a Miranda-class starship, which is the same class name g iven to the 
Reliant design in an episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation. (Got all that?) In short, the ship 
design is unique, but the class name and ship name are not. And finally, the music is all original, 
although the sound effects are not. 

For a while the folks behind Star Trek: Equinox were talking as tough this would be a new Star 
Trek series from CB S .. . just as soon as they pitched it. Considering the number of Star Trek fan 
films with that same conceit (none of which ever succeeded in being green lit by the studio), one 
wonders what makes them all so confident. Nevertheless, there was some early discussion of the 
possibility of the fan series being p itched to CBS d uring this interv iew with John Savage and 
Blanca Blanco from the 201 4 Golden Globe awards swag party: 

https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=-xLrVJ81Egw 

No firm date for release as been announced yet, but reality seems to have sunk in, w ith CBS 
announcing their new streaming Star Trek television series debuting on CBS All-Access in early 
2017. Also, the recent death of the wife of writer and show-runner Camren Burton late last summer 
may have taken some of the wind out of the sails of the Equinox p roject. There have been no 
updates on their Facebook page since August of 20 15. 
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2016 (?) - Starship Deimos(*) 

Project: Potemkin has produced nearly 30 short Star Trek fan film episodes since 2010, and they 
are nine episodes aiway from wrapping up their series. But already, four other new series are about 
to launch or already have launched. The first, Starship Tristan, premiered its firstr episode in 2015, 
with another five episodes in preproduction. Another two series, Bau/ecruiser Kupok and Starship 
Endeavour, are set to debut soon. And so is Starship Deimos, and its opening credit sequeoce
complete with original music, sleek 3D animation, a brand new starship design, and scenes of the 
Lead character- is available for viewing on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hB5JDgCcF14 

Their website describes the series as" .... set on the US.S. Deimos, NCC-2787, a Phobos-class 
starship. This series feat11res the adventures of a border patrnl ship on the outreaclhes of Federation 
territory, near the Romulan, Tholian and Orion border. This series is more action-oriented than our 
previous efforts. 2299 finds the United Federation of Planets on a precipice from which they may 
fa ll. Quadrant 9, Sector 72 is adjacent to a section of the Romulan Neutral Zone, colonies of the 
Orion Barrier Alliance, and seed worlds of the Tholian Assembly. There are 43 Federation colon ies 
in this region known as 'The Back Forty-ish.' The planets are basically agrarian, with a few 
scientific and medical outposts present. A tempting target for pirates, an easy 'back door' into the 
Federation for smugglers, and rich, tempting worlds for those wanting to expand their territory. 
Deimos has been assigned to the sector to protect the Federation border. The vigilance and 
dedication of its cr,ew are the only thing standing between those colonies and those who would do 
them harm." 

This same area of space will be the setting for Starship Tristan, so one might expect some crossover 
episodes. According to their website, 4 episodes at planned a the moment: 

http://www.potemkinpictures.com/deimos/index.btml 
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2016 (?)-Pacific 201 (*) 

When Paramount's Star Trek: Entetprise television series premiered in 2001 , it began to "bridge 
the gap" between where we were "here" in the 20d'/21 th century and where Captain Kirk was in the 
23rd century. Fans now had a glimpse into Starfleet's first starship Enterprise, the earliest days of 
the transporter and phasers, and some of the events that led up to the birth of the United Federation 
of Planets. 

However, there was still more than 100 years of "unknown" Star Trek between the end of Star 
Trek: Enterprise in 2 l 6 l and the first year of Captain Kirk's five-year mission in 2266. Even going 
back 13 years to the time of Captain Christopher Pike (from Star Trek's first pilot episode, "The 
Cage") left nine decades ofStarfleet history unexplored. Axanar has attempted/will attempt to fi ll 
in some of tbe missing pieces by focusing on tbe Four Years War between tbe Federation and the 
Klingon Empire, shortly before Captain Pike (featuring bis predecessor, Captain Robert April). But 
still there are 85 years unexplored ... and those years would seem fasc inating to Star Trek fans. 
After all, the Federation was formed after a bloody war, and yet, Star fleet ultimately became 
dedicated to discovery and exploration. How did if:hat transition happen? 

Pacific 201 intends to answer that question by takEng fans right to the middle oftbat eight decade 
gap, forty years after the treaty that set up the Romulan Neutral Zone and led to the founding of the 
Federation. At the dawn of the 23rd century, Startleet and humanity are only just ibeginning to 
shake off the traumatizing effects of their first interstellar war. The Federation is still a fragile 
entity, and mistrust and caution abound. Bu the children of those who fought in the Romulan War 
are tired of hiding from the galaxy. The time has come for Earth to regain its confidence and make 
a name for itself among the stars. Those hopes are embodied in the launching of Earth's newest 
flagship: the starship Pacific NCC-201, which will embark on a bold mission towards a mysterious 
and uncharted region of space. 

What is most interesting about this in-production fan series is bow little direct IP from Star Trek 
they are using. Yes, they will have starships and phasers and Star fleet and mentions of Romulans 
and the United Federation of planets. But the look of the cost11mes is new, based only loosely on 
the look of the uniforms from Star Trek: Enterprise and later uniforms for TOS. The design of the 
Integrity-class USS Pacific is wholly original. While it bas the saucer-shaped primary bull and two 
cylindrical engine nacelles of the general Star Trek design, the Pacific looks more like a submarine 
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than a typical Starfleet space vessel. A nd the sets they are building for their bridge-unlike bridge 
sets built for many other fan series- are also wholly original, look ing more like a NASA control 
center than the more familiar c ircular designs of existing Star Trek You can read more about the 
bridge set and set concept designs here: 

http://www.pacific20 l .com/the-bridge 

The u nique aspects of this series are not limited simply to costume, set, and spaceship designs. 
Writer and show-runner E ric Henry wanted to create a very un-Star Trek-isb Star Trek. While the 
fi lm will be firmly planted in the Star Trek universe, it will have more of the feel of a movie like 
Apollo 13 than your typical Star T rek episode or featu re film. Henry describes it as a "you are 
there" approach, as though the view is watching a piece of history. And that is what Pacific 20 I is: 
history. It ' s the critical moment in Starfleet history when everything changed and Earth stopped 
looking over its shoulder and started looking again to exploring the stars. But that kind of change 
didn't happen (won't happen) overnight. And j ust because the calendar tu rns over to a new centu ry 
doesn't mean post-traumatic stress and bigotry can be instantly dispelled. Like Apollo 13, Pacific 
201 will be epic while at the same time feeling a bit cramped and claustrophobic. It will be a very 
sma ll piece of a much larger tapest ry of Star Trek history, but a critical piece of that history. For 
this reason, fans who know about the film and incredibly excited about it. 

Eric Henry held a Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign last September and raised more than $26,000 
for the roject. Here is a link to the Kickstarter page: 

https://www.kickstartcr.com/projccts/echenry/paei ric-20 1 /description 

Their Kickstarter video is very informative: 

https://www .you tu be.com/watch?v- a 7 4p4gJ LHbE1 

And although production updates h ave been few, and no release rate has yet been set, it's worth 
watching the latest Production Log from late January 2016 to see what's been going on: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEnkCWWle7c 

And finally, there is this great video explaining how Pacific 201 w ill ftt into the larger historical 
context of the multi-century ep ic Star Trek saga: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6EbTY9KBhM&feature= iv&src vid=-64vZn w-
9A&annotation id=annotation 3328763705 

Their website can be accessed here: 

http://www.pacific201 .com 
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2016 (?) - Star Trek: Captain Pike(**) 

Captain Christopher Pike (played by the late Jeffey Hunter) was the original name for the lead in 
the first Star Trek pilot, "Tbe Cage." Tbe part was recast with W illiam Shatner and tbe character 
renamed to Jmes T. Kirk when a second pilot was made, but fans still got to see Captain Pike in a 2-
part episode called "The Menagerie" during a flashback that included nearly all scenes from "The 
Cage." And thus is Captain P ike and his s lightly more primitive-looking USS Enterprise now 
considered official canon. In fact, in the JJ Abrams rebooted Star Trek from 2009 (and its 2013 
sequel), the character of Pike appears prominently, this time played by Bruce Greenwood. 

What is most interesting about this fan film (still in production) is not the time period in which it is 
set or the focus of ithe series on Kirk's predecessor and not Kirk himself. .. although that is quite 
unique . More interesting, however, is the history of how this fan fi lm stumbled in trying to get 
crowdfuoding before learning from its mistakes and ultimately suc ceeding. 

Having never produced a completed fan fi lm before, Pike set an ambitious Kickstartcr goal or 
$112,000 in May of2015. The previous few years had been rather lucrative for fan films. inc ludin 
the $638,000 Axanar had taken in a year earlier and the $214,000 Star Trek Continues had raised in 
February of 2015. Captain Pike seemed like a guaranteed winner because, like Axanar and Star 
Trek: Renegades, Pike had a number of big names attached lo their project, including Walter 
Koenig from the original, Linda Park from Star Trek: Enterprise, Robert Picardo from Voyager, 
and Chase Masters.on from Deep Space 9 ... all playing new characters. Other big-name stars with 
Trek resumes included Ray Wisc ( TNG, VOY, and also Twin Peaks), Bruce Davison ( VOY, ENT, 
and also Lost and X-Men), and Dwight Schultz (Lt. Barclay on TNG and VOYand also Murdoc 
from The A-Team). Oh. and Julia Roberts' brother Eric is in it, too. 

Even though the goal set was $112.000, team Pike confidently expected to raise twice that (at 
least!). Pike had an eye-catching logo, cool perks, big names, and they planned to save money by 
shooting on James Cawley's New Voyages TOS sets in upstate New York. But it was all st,UlPlans. 
Fans didn't sec much concrete other than pre-recorded promos from the actors and creators 
involved. And although they all sounded extreme ly enthusiastic. at the deadline of their campaign 
on June 3, Captain Pike missed their goal by about 33%, raising only $77,000 from 665 backers. 
Because or the rules of Kickstarter, because they did not reach their goal, Captain Pike received 
nothing and was back to square one. 

Realizing they needed to show something more than just talking heads saying exciting things, the 
team ut together a bricf30-sccond trailer for their fan series, which can be viewed here : 

https://www.youtubc.com/watch?v=tl2y3zZDJq · 
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he trailer was posted on an Indiegogo campaign that quickly launched in mid-June to keep up 
momentum. lndiegogo does not require campaigns to reach their goa ls in order to receive the funds 
they raise, but even so, Pike set their new Indiegogo crowdfunding goal for just $50,000 and ended 
up exceeding it by $10,000. You can visit the first lndiegogo page here: 

h ttps://www. ind iegogo. com/pro jects/sta r-trck-ca pta in-pi kc# 

But $60K gave them enough money to start working on their 45-minute long "pilot.'' Armed with a 
new minute-long trai ler, which can be viewed here ... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v""LOoZhT A TtKA 

... Captain Pike launched a second lndiegogo just months after the previous one ended (completing 
on December 2). Once again, they set out to raise $50,000 ... ostensibly to complete postproducrion 
and effects for the !irst act and begin filming act 2. Perhaps it was the timing so close to the 
holiday season, or maybe they were just asking too frequently, but fans weren' t nearly as generous 
this time out. Pike raised less than $24,000 this time. You can view the lndiegogo page here: 

,h ttps://www. ind iegogo. corn/pro jects/sta r-t rek-ca plain-pike--2# 

As for IP, many members of Pike's crew from the original pilot "The Cage" will be seen, including 
a young Mr. Spock, Dr. Boyce, and first officer Nt1mber One. The uniforms are nearly identical to 
those from the first pilot. However, in a move that many fans have found strange, their visual 
effects show starships closer to those seen in the JJ Abrams rebooted timeline than the original USS 
Enterprise, although they all have the same basic design elements- saucer section connecting 
through a dorsal to a secondary hull and two engine nacelles supported by pylons- in the same 
general locations. The music, at least from the tra ilers, seems completely original. It's not clear 
from the set backgrounds whether the bridge seta and interiors will look closer to the original series 
or be somehow modified, as well. 

After completing their Captain Pike pilot, the team plans to produce a full-length Captain Pike 
feature fi lm titled Star Trek: Encounter at Rigel. The state on their website that it is scheduled to 
film later on this year. You can learn more about the fan series on their website: 

http://www.startrekcaptainpike.com/ 
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2016 - Exeter Trek(*) 

Gene Roddenberry (the creator of Star Trek) made two pilots for the series before finally selling the 
second one to NBC. The original sets used for the first pilot, "The Cage," did not have much color 
because television was still mostly black and white in the mid-l 960s. Once the series was picked 
up, however, the network wanted more color added, and that is one of the primary reasons that the 
original Star Trek series is so saturated with bright hues, from the sets to the uniforms to the colored 
filters on the lights shining on the background walls. 

But those original colors from the first pilot were much more monochromatic, including pastel 
uniform colors and mainly black, white, and gray sets. Fans got to see that first pilot episode in a 
flashback two-parte r called "The Menagerie" from Star Trek's freshman season ... so that look and 
feel from a period 13 years before Kirk's five-year mission is officially canon. 

Unlike Star Trek: Captain Pike (see the entry on the previous page), which purports to take place in 
that same 13-years-before-Kirk time period but will have a different-looking Enterprise and 
possibly different-looking sets, Exeter Trek is attempting to look and feel like it just stepped out of 
1965 at Desilu Studios. Their sets were painstakingly constructed to resemble those earliest 
interiors of the USS Ente1prise, their uniforms are the same pastel colors, and their starship exterior 
is exactly like the model used for the first two pilots (which, it turns out, bad subtle differences 
from the Enterprise model that was used for the rest of the series) . In fact, show-runner (and star) 
John Sims is taking great pains to make even the trailer feel like the original from 1965. In the 
three and a half minute promotional trailer, he uses the same music as was used while Star Trek was 
still in the pilot stage, rather than the more familiar "Space, the final frontier ... " fanfare . 

That short trailer was originally shot two years ago on the TOS bridge set of Farragut Films in 
Georgia. Since then, Team Exeter bas built their own sets, so the trailer doesn't look quite 
"authentic" to the time period. Nevertheless, from the music, the viewer can get a feel of what the 
Exeter Trek series will be like. That trailer can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4 cwmslHdas 

It's too soon yet to know how much IP will be used on this series, but the costumes, sets, and 
starship design are identical to established canon. Also, the USS Exeter was shown in the second 
season TOS episode "The Omega Glory." Jn that episode the Exeter' s crew, with the excpetion of 
their captain, all died. However, this fan series takes place mucb earlier in the history of tbat 
starship. 
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It is not clear at the moment whether this "prequel" will be taking place in the time period between 
Captain Pike's and Captain Kirk's mission or prior to Pike. Their website says both in different 
places, but it seems like the time-frame will be Pike or earlier. Tbe website can be v iewed here: 

http://exetertrek.com 

One final item worth mentioning is that Exeter Trek did a modest crowdrunding campaign last year 
using the GoFundMc.com onlinc service (most fan films use Kickstartcr or Indicgogo). They 
didn't make much ... only $3,000. However, it appears that their GoFundMe page has been taken 
down as of this writing. Its previous location was: 

https://www.gofundme.com/bn6z9c 
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2016(?) - Star Trek: First Frontier(*) 

Let's take a moment to count Star Trek prequel series (see the last few pages): Pacific 201, Captain 
Pike, Exeter Trek, and of course, Axanar. Each of these fan series intends to fill in the gap between 
the end of the TV series Star Trek: Ente,prise and the beginning of Kirk's five-year mission. 

There's one more prequel series to add to the list: Star Trek: First Frontier. Ten years ago, show
runner Kenny Smith a rough draft for a Star Trek film that he wanted to direct. Fans had gotten a 
brief glimpse of Captain Christopher Pike (Kirk's predecessor) in action during the TOS episode 
"The Menagerie." But Pike had a predecessor, too: Captain Robert April, the first person to 
command the USS Enterprise NCC-1701. A retired Captain April and his wife (and former chief 
medical officer) Sarah appeared in an episode of the animated Star Trek series titned "The Counter 
Clock Incident," and both are considered to be canon, but neither were even seen in their prime. 

Smith wanted to tell the story of the Enterprise's first mission, to see her being built in spacedock
along with the fleet of twelve sister ships in Earth orbit- and to watch her launch for the first time 
towards indescribable adventure. Smith owned the sci-fi convention company I-Con and recently, 
at one of Smith's conventions, he met a film producer who was looking for a project to work on. 
Smith told the producer about his idea for a Captain April fan film, and he Loved i.t. Knowing that 
the fift ieth anniversary of Star Trek was quickly approaching, they set to work on the script. 

They also managed to convince Emmy-nominated Lee Stringer (who worked on numerous science 
fiction projects including Star Trek: Voyager, Battlestar Galactica, and Firefly, to name just a few) 
to join their team. And to make their visual effects look true lo the original series celebration, 
rather than just creating computer-generated 3D effects, the team would build an 11-foot physical 
model of the original Enterprise .. . along with sets as close to those in the original pilot as possible. 

No video footage of anything is available yet for First Frontier, but photos of their amazing sets and 
costumes have been posted to their Facebook page: 

https://www .face book .corn/sta1t rekfi rstfront ier/pho tos stream 

Also notable about this fan film is the way it was funded. In March of last year, Smith began a 
crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter with a goal of $130,000. But after two months, he' d raised 
only $30,000 from just 67 backers. Instead of Lettii.ng the campaign end in failure , Smith canceled 
the K ickstarter and announced that he would self-fund the project. Their target release date is 
September of 2016 to coincide with the 50'" anniversary of Star Trek. 
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2016(?) - Trek Isolation(*) 

No, you're not imagining things. That is, indeed, Marvel Comics founder and legend Stan Lee in a 
Starfleet admiral's uniform! 

Although Stan won't be a regular in the new fan series Trek Isolation, be does appear in one of their 
prelude short films, which can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JAB5 jY8kl 

Their other introductory short film is available for viewing here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULHhXE-tXbw 

Both short films (each in the 4-5 minute range) were produced by the same fan fi llmm ak:ers behind 
the fan series Starship Farragut. While Starship Farragut is wrapping up and relaunching as 
Farragut Forward with new sets in the Washington, DC area, Trek Isolation will continue using the 
TOS sets that were built in Georgia and are currently owned and utilized by Star Trek Continues. 

Not much is publicly known about Trek Isolation yet. The starship is the USS Babylon, which is of 
a design never before seen in canon Star Trek but similar in appearance to the general design of 
other Starfleet vessels Like the USS Enterprise. The uniforms place this series directly in the time 
of T OS, and the music, so far, seems to be original. Apparently, the Babylon will be sent on a deep 
space mission that places it beyond Starfleet's abil ity to send help if there' s trouble .. . hence, the 
title. Beyond that and the few cast members shown thus far, little has been reveakd. 

According to their Facebook page, this series was supposed to debut in 2015. Although the shorts 
were released Last year, no official episode with the name Trek Isolation has yet been released (both 
shorts were branded as Starship Farragut) . It does sound like they are close to re leasing something 
in 2016, but we shall see. In the meantime, here is a link to their Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/startrekisolation 
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2016(?) - Star Trek: Progeny 

When in Rome ... 

In the second season original Star T rek series episode " Bread and Circuses," the Entetprise visits a 
planet that is a modern day Roman Empire. On tbe surface, Kirk is captured and offered, on the 
eve of bis execution, a night of passion with an alluring Roman woman (a sex slave, but it's made 
quite clear that she's offering herself willingly). Kirk does as Kirk typically does, and in the 
morning, Drusilla is gone. And then what? We never see her again, and Kirk, Spock, and McCoy 
barely escape with their lives. 

Executive producer James Melvin wondered wbat,ever happened to Drusilla a year ago as he was 
watching the episode in question, and be got an idea for a Star Trek fan series following the exploits 
of K irk's granddaughter, Livia Avitus, a young Roman woman living on the same planet, trained as 
a gladiator, smart, attractive, with character flaws but also a strength that comes from her legendary 
ancestor. Set 48 years after the original "Bread and Circuses," the Roman planet no longer looks 
like Earth of 1968 and instead looks like Los Angeles of 2016 ... which will, of course, make 
filming quite a bit less expensive. The series w ill trace Livia's journey from the streets of her home 
up into space as a special agent for Starfleet. The series will be set in the period between the end of 
Captain Kirk's life in the seventh Star Trek feature film and the beginning of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation. This bas been a mostly unexplored era of Star Trek history and therefore flex ible and 
open to many story possibilities. 

Melvin himself is a Hollywood professional who has worked at NBC/Universal for the past 18 
years as an editor and sound designer. He will be writing, directing, and producing Progeny along 
with a cast and crew of Hollywood professionals. Actors cast already include several veterans of 
television and film- both young and old- including Francine York plus a number of actors who 
have appeared on various Star Trek television series as well as other sci-fi francbijses like Battlestar 
Galactica. 

Currently, plans arc lo hold an lndicgogo erowdfunding campaign within the next month and try to 
fi lm in April during an 8 or 9-day shoot and release in 20 16. Currently, the only video they have 
available is a very short one minute teaser: 

https://www.youtube.eom/wateh?v- DoV-tggVx8 

They also have a website showing their full cast and the production crew they have so far: 

http://www.startrekprogeny.org/about.html 
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2016(?) - Guinan: the Series (*) 

In the second season of Star Trek: The Next Generation, actress Whoopi Goldberg joined the cast 
as a semi-regular by the name of Guinan. She was a bartender in the Ten Forward lounge, wise 
beyond her years (which were later revealed to be quite a few years ... centuries, in fact). 

Jn 2015, actress Aliza Pearl began appearing at various Star Trek and science fiction events and 
conventions wearing a very realistic Guinan outfit and looking very much like a young Whoopi 
Goldberg playing the role. 

All the has been released so far is an ultra-short 24-second "first look" that tells us very little: 

bttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voiu0mfXPW8 

The few deta ils of the series that have been revealed so far indicate that the series will be set on 
Gu inan's home planet of El-Auria before the planet' s destruction by the Borg Collective (which 
was established in canon during the run of Star Trek: The Next Generation). Guinan will have a 
different name: Telora, of the El-Aurian Royal House of Xaan. Beyond that, fans know nothing. 

We also have no idea of a release date or even if tlbe fan series will ever be made. They have not 
attempted a crowdfunding campaign yet, and there doesn't seem to be much publicity outside of 
Pearl 's personal appearances. 

There is a Facebook page, and their latest post was from January, so at least they' re still active: 

bttps://www.facebook.com/GuinaoTbeSeries/ info/?tab=overview 
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2016(?) - Star Trek Anthology(*) 

Why launch just one fan series when you can launch three (or MORE)??? 

Back in the 1970's, NBC had an interesting anthology series called the NBC Sunday Mystety 
Movie. Each week, it would featu re a different detective story. There was "Macmillan and Wife" 
starring Rock Hudson and Susan Saint James, "Heck Ramsey" starring Richard B oone, "McCloud" 
starring Dennis Weaver, and who can forget "Columbo" starring Peter Falk. 

Now Jim Bray, chief executive producer and creator of Star Trek Anthology, wants to bring that 
same concept to the world of Star Trek fan films. His idea is to develop three separate fan series 
simultaneously and launch them all under the same branded umbrella. All three of the series are 
either still in production or just development, so let' s take a look at each one separately . .. 

Starship Challenger 

This series began shooting footage for 
their fi rst two episodes back in the 
summer of 2013. They shot scenes on 
their starship using the Star Trek: 
New Voyages TOS sets in upstate 
New York and then some planet 
exterior scenes on location in 

neighboring Vermont, where Bray lives. Unfortunately, it was later discovered that a good deal of 
the raw footage was unusable, and there was a turnover in camera talent. They group was not able 
to assemble all the necessary people last year, so they are hoping to get together sometime in 2016 
in order to reshoot the missing footage. In the meantime, a great deal of exterior visual effects of 
the USS Challenger (a never-before-seen design that has all the pieces of the USS Enterprise but 
moved around with the secondary hull on top and the engines on the bottom. 

In terms ofIP, they are firmly set in the TOS era of Star Trek, using the same uniforms and starship 
interior sets as the original Enterprise. Their captain is J.M. Colt, an older version of a character 
seen in the first Star Trek pilot "The Cage" as a young yeoman who is captured along with Captajn 
Pike by the Talosians. Fifteen years older now, Colt is a captain and a strong female lead character. 

While a few test animations and short scene snippets have been released, the most significant video 
for Starship Challenger posted so far went on line last December and can be viewed here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvftStsn7nc 
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Assignment: Earth 

Tbe last episode of Star Trek's second season, 
"Assignment: Earth" was a none-too-subtle 
backdoor pilot for a new series Gene Roddenberry 
wanted to pitch to NBC. In the episode, the USS 
Entetprise travels back to the year 1968 (the year 
the episode was made) and inadvertently intercepts 

a transporter beam from across the galaxy aimed at earth. The man who materializes is Gary Seven 
(played by Gary Lansing), human taken from Earth as a child and specially trained by aliens 
wishing to protect Earth ... or so he claims. Kirk doesn't know w hether or not to believe him, but 
Seven escapes and works with an unwitting human secretary named Roberta Lincoln (played by 
Teri Garr) to save the planet from launching a nuc lear satellite that could start World War Ill. 
When Kirk and Spock depart, now trusting Seven, they share that historical tapes show that be and 
Miss Lincoln have some interesting adventures ahead of them. 

Unfortunately, fans never got to see those adventures, as the super-secret-bi-tecb-gadget-espionage
action series was never picked up. Now, Star Trek Anthology is looking to revive the concept, this 
time with new actors, of course, and set closer to the modern era (since that will make it easier to 
film episodes). Episodes will deal with actual world events (like the destruction of the Space 
Shuttle Challenger or the first Iraq War) and Seven's involvement behind the scenes. Their website 
lists the series as still "in development," but they have produced a snazzy opening credits sequence: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C lcCSAaRNlA 

Mother 

Also "in development" is a series called Mother. 
According to their website, it's " ... a story about a family
run merchant cargo ship, Ursa Maru. A lumbering beast 
of a vessel, it's been cobbled and retrofitted a hundred 
times over from countless Federation vessel parts. The 
family is a bard-scrabble bunch that works the shipping 

Lanes that come in close proximity to Orion pirates and other renegades. Lots of potential for high 
space adventure/morality play stories, in a similar vein to Firefly. In the pilot, Orion pirates storm 
the vessel in search of valuable cargo and MOM takes a dim view of the invasion." No actual 
video content bas been released for this series yet. 

Last spring, Anthologv tried unsuccessfully to raise $7,500. Instead, they took in only a meager 
$792 from 23 backers and failed to be funded (receiving nothing, as Kickstartcr doesn't charge tho 
credit cards of donors if the project fails to reach its goal). So Anthology has pretty much bee 
pulling itself up by its bootstraps. Their Kicks tarter page can be viewed here: 

h ttps://www .ki ckstartcr .com/proj cc ts/ 1358965686/star-trek -antho logy/ dcscri pt ion 

And finally, their w ebsite can be viewed here: 

http://www.startrekanthology.com 
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2015 - Caleb & Caiden's Star Trek fan film(*) 

For the final entry, I'd like to point your attention to a 3-minute fan film that I foU1nd which warmed 
my heart. Caleb and Caiden 's voices haven't even changed yet, and they have made their own Star 
Trek fan film. Good for them! It looks like they filmed in their tree house and in their back yard 
wearing store-bought uniforms from the JJ Abrams 2009 Star Trek movie. Using toy phasers, 
commuicators, tricorders, and a Styrofoam coffee cup for a gas mask, they created a short Star Trek 
adventure. They added in a few sound effects from the original and later series, and they even 
threw in a few rudimentary special effects for transporting and for phasers firing. 

So the question becomes: does CBS sue Calen and Caiden (or their parents)? And if not, then why 
not? They're using Star Trek IP like costumes and equipment, sound effects, and even mentioning 
the Enterprise. Perhaps it's because no one would ever mistake their amateur fan film for 
something "real." Well, of course, any fan fi lm could solve this with a huge discliaimer at the 
beginning of their fan film saying " THIS ISN'T REAL ST AR TREK." Is it a case of money? 
Caleb and Caiden have, maybe, a few hundred dollars worth of equipment-including toys, 
costumes, their iPhone or camera, and editing software. Is a few hundred dollars okay to spend but 
a million dollars is too much? If so, where is the cut-off? When does a fan film cost too much to 
be considered a fan film? What if someone else has built amazing sets (like James Cawley in 
upstate New York) and lets another fa n group film there for free? Does James Cawley's Star Trek: 
New Voyages get shut down for being too expensive but if, say, Star Trek: Equinox films there for 
free, it's okay? 

And so I leave you with this example of how a Star Trek fan film can be as innocent as two kids 
playing in their tree house. And if there' s a line somewhere between Caleb & Cai den and Axanar, 
then it really needs to be drawn. It can't simply be a case of, "Well, I'll know copyright 
infringement when I see it." Win or lose, CBS should be legally compelled to produce guidelines 
for fan films to follow . . . or else Caleb and Caiden might someday find themselves served with a 
cause of action from CBS and Paramount. 

Here' s their fan film, posted late last year: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m!M3szaHj44.com/ 
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